Art, Science and Spirit of

Electro Photo Imaging
A
Light Stream
Emanations from a
Happy Finger

Exploring Frontiers of Light that
quantify Integral wellness of in ALL living systems.

Pre + Post Light induction

What is Electro Photon Imaging :
Is based on stimulated emission of photons and electrons in excited states in a high-density
electromagnetic field. The avalanche and sliding discharge effects that take place, function as
amplification of weak emissions of electrons in excited states and photons (photon-multiplier
effect) from materials or
living objects/subjects.

Blue Sapphire Bio Photon Study Images

How does it
function:

EPI utilizes a weak,
electrical current
applied to the fingertips
for less than a
millisecond. The body’s
response to this
stimulus is the
formation of a variation
of an “electron cloud”
composed of
light
energy photons. The
electronic “glow” of this
discharge (invisible to the human eye) is captured by an optical CCD camera system and then
translated into a digital computer file.

What is Measured
with GDV:
Humans, plants, soil, gemstones,
crystals, water and all biological
systems.

Here’s
an
example
of the
Human
Finger
tips:

We are ALL children of the Sun, living on the light of
the world, and we ourselves (cells) emit light!
What can we learn from this:
- Express-assessment of psycho-emotional and physiological states of a human body
- Express-assessment of stress level
- Express-assessment of overall wellness
- Express-assessment of energy state of organs and systems in human body
- Revealing of real reasons and sources of illness
- Holotropic states of consciousness
- Assessment of person’s reaction on different energetic practices and meditation
- Assessment of person’s reaction on different influences and physical loads
- Assessment of person’s reaction on the applied treatment (energy therapy, SPA, massage,
color therapy, acupuncture, meditation, relaxation, extrasensory influences, etc.)

Here is an example
of water induced
with LOVE over
7000 miles
To obtain a Human Energy Field evaluation or
for research consultations:You may contact Krishna Madappa at
his Institutes lab in Taos, New Mexico, who is a close colleague of Dr.Konstantin
Korotkov, visionary inventor of the EPI/GDV.
Krishna can be reached in the
following pathways:
E-mail: Krishna@krishnaprana.com
Cell: 575-770-3304
Web sites: krishnaprana.com;
gdvusa.org; issstaos.org
Dr.Konstantin Korotkov’s web site:
korotkov.org

